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Waste stickers of all kinds

Waste bin stickers,   
waste stamps, waste banderoles, 
information stickers, .. .

ˇ  High-quality branded self-adhesive foils
ˇ  Highly lightfast UV colours
ˇ Weatherproof, waterproof, scratch-resistant
ˇ Extensive product range
ˇ Easy application of the stickers
ˇ Security punching to prevent misuse
ˇ Options: numbered, coded, etc. TOP quality

weatherproof + lightfast

waste stickers

Waste bin stickers for waste management

H I N W E I S zum Entnehmen der Marke. Den großen x mit dem linken Daumen 
f e s t an den Brief drücken. Marke gleichzeitig nach unten herausziehen.

Restabfall
mehrmals wöchentlich

770141193 ❊

NACHWEIS
Bitte sorgfältig aufbewahren

141193 ❊

Stanzlinie nach hinten umbiegen, bis Folie aufspringt. SELBSTKLEBEMARKE mit
der BEDIENER-LASCHE vorsichtig abziehen und auf möglichst s a u b e r e r  Stelle
auf dem D E C K E L des M ü l l g e f ä ß e s – nicht bei Frost – anbringen.
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Top-quality waste stickers direct from the manufacturer
We have been producing hundreds of thousands of waste stickers every year for 
around 25 years. Our customised, systematically structured modular principle 
of sizes, shapes and designs enables detailed adaptation to the individual  
requirements of each customer – without unnecessary additional costs. 
The waste stickers are characterised by these properties, among others:
ˇ Highly lightfast UV colours (approx. 3 years outdoors) 
ˇ High-quality brand foils with reliable adhesive properties  
ˇ Simple application of the waste tags in practice 
ˇ Protection against misuse thanks to security punching

Our extensive product range
Many products in our product range are in-house developments that have 
already proven themselves millions of times in practice. 
ˇ  Waste sticker systems with security punching, control number and verification 

for affixing to notices – also for organic, seasonal or special stamps.
ˇ  Waste banderoles systems with security punching – also with copy protection 

and control tear-off.
ˇ  Information stickers of all kinds for labelling waste bins, rubbish bins and 

containers – e.g. organic waste bins, waste paper, yellow bins, recyclables, etc.
We design charge/control labels for waste bins according to your requirements and 
wishes. Use our range as a helpful basis for this. 

Waste stickers from 

the manufacturer

Extensive  

product range

Waste stickers should be practical and effective 
for regular waste disposal.
The most important thing is that waste management 
works smoothly with the help of the waste stickers.

Waste bin stickers for waste management

Seasonal bio bin

Notes on organic waste
Notes on waste paper Notes on organic waste Note incorrect filling

Waste management company

Information sticker

Stamp for residual waste Container waste stampStamp for residual waste



Waste stamps with a system
Waste stamps are not standard printed matter like letterheads or flyers.  
The requirements are much higher: years of outdoor durability, easy handling 
and a high level of functional reliability are decisive features. 
In addition, high-quality adhesive foils and lightfast colours as well as many years 
of experience in production are decisive advantages. 

UV offset printing with all the possibilities
We have professional Heidelberg UV offset printing machines with 5 UV printing 
units, UV coating unit and inline die-cutting unit for the high-quality printing of all 
types of waste stickers on self-adhesive foil. 
This allows us to combine high quality and many variation options with effective 
production in a short time.

Waste stickers of all kinds
ˇ  Annual stamps or seasonal stamps (also with proof)
ˇ  Waste banderoles/control strips for one-off emptying
ˇ  Security bin liners with special copy protection
ˇ  Waste tokens with control tear-off
ˇ  Special stamps for containers, refrigerators or yellow bags
ˇ  Labelling stickers for all types of waste bins
ˇ  Waste bin stickers with instructions for filling etc.

Expert advice – right from the start
In the run-up to your tender, we will explain to you the technical options with 
which your requirements can best be realised. This gives you the certainty that 
everything will work smoothly in day-to-day practice all year round. 
Municipal authorities and waste management companies value this expert 
advice, our in-depth knowledge and many years of practical experience.

UV offset printing

Waste stamps  

with a system

Waste stickers  

of all kinds

Expert advice

ˇ  Annual stickers
ˇ  Container stickers
ˇ  Control strips
ˇ  Fee stamps
ˇ  Information stickers
ˇ  Labelling stickers
ˇ  Logo stickers
ˇ  Safety banderoles
ˇ  Seasonal stickers
ˇ  Security stickers
ˇ  Special stamps
ˇ  Tokens
ˇ  Waste banderoles
ˇ  Waste bin stickers

Applications

Residual waste stamp with proof

H I N W E I S zum Entnehmen der Marke. Den großen x mit dem linken Daumen 
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Important functional features of our waste stamps
An ingenious  safety punching prevents the unauthorised  
removal of affixed stamps.  
The practical  user tabs spring open by simply bending over at 
the punching line so that the stamps can be easily removed.  
A short  instruction text on this section contains all the  
important information about the correct application of the stamp.  
The  die-cut on the back (optional) is used to stick the stamp 
to the notification – the section with the proof remains stuck to the 
notification and can be used as proof of receipt of the stamp.  
With identical  control numbers (optional) on the stamp and 
proof, each stamp can be clearly assigned to the corresponding  
proof or notification – effective protection against misuse.













Phone +49 7128 9282-0
Fax +49 7128 928299
mail@hdruck.com
www.hdruck.com

HERRMANN Druck+Media GmbH
Feilenweg 2, 72820 Sonnenbühl
Germany
www.hdruck.com/en/waste-stickers
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Waste bin stickers for waste management

The spot colours 

shown here may  

differ slightly in 

colour from the  

original spot colours 

used in UV offset 

printing.

What you should know…  

Foil material and adhesives
A permanent adhesive should ensure permanent adhesion to the waste bin – and also withstand all  
weather conditions. The decisive factor in choosing the right adhesive is the nature of the surfaces to 
be bonded (roughness, apolarity) and the type of materials to be bonded (plastics, metals), as not every 
adhesive adheres equally well to every substrate.
The durability of the foil is not only determined by the weather and UV stability of the foil used, but also by 
the ageing resistance of the adhesive, the adhesion of the printing ink, the shrinkage behaviour of the foil, etc. 
We have selected various foil/adhesive combinations from the wide range of options in order to be 
able to specifically cover the different requirements. This is backed up by around 25 years of experience 
with hundreds of thousands of waste stamps every year in all parts of Germany.

Protection through UV coating (optional)
A full-surface UV coating protects the print and foil from the effects of the weather. This smooth,  
silicone-containing lacquer surface is dirt-repellent and also acts as protection against cleaning agents. 
The surface is also better protected against scratches and mechanical stress. In practice, a UV coating 
can be expected to last for approx. 3 years.

Colours with maximum light fastness (standard)
The most important durability criterion is the lightfastness of the printing inks used. This is categorised 
in levels from 1-8, with "1" standing for the lowest and "8" for the highest lightfastness. We only use 
colours with the highest light fastness, i.e. black and blue tones with "WS 8" and red and yellow tones 
with at least "WS 7". In practice, this guarantees a durability of 1-2 years even without varnishing.

 4 K yellow 55% 30%

 4 K yellow 55% 30%

 7 K orange 55% 30%

 7 K orange 55% 30%

13 K red 55% 30%

13 K red 55% 30%

25 K pink 55% 30%

25 K pink 55% 30%

33 K purple 55% 30%

33 K purple 55% 30%

43 K dark blue 55% 30%

43 K dark blue 55% 30%

47 K blue 55% 30%

47 K blue 55% 30%

53 K turquoise 55% 30%

53 K turquoise 55% 30%

66 K green 55% 30%

66 K green 55% 30%

82 K brown 55% 30%

82 K brown 55% 30%


